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       1. Preface 
 

International Women’s day is celebrated on the 8th March every year. This day commemorates what               
women have accomplished so far and serves as a reminder for what still remains to be achieved. In                  
order to honor this meaningful day with our students, a project is carried out in English level 3.  
 
The purpose of this project would be to get students to prepare a presentation on “Nobel Laureates:                 
Women who made history”, focusing on female scientists who won a Nobel prize. Furthermore, the               
project is considered Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL) since it introduces science and              
history into the language curriculum. 
 

 
 2. The project/sequence 

        2.1. The context 

❖ Target group: Our project is thought to be applied in English level 3 Adult School learners. When 
students start level 3, they already have a basic knowledge of the foreign language (A2.1.). 

 
❖ Teaching context: The class consists of 25 students. It is a heterogeneous group in terms of ages,                 
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learning English aims and learning process rhythms. Also, activities within the project are done              
considering a student visually impaired in the classroom. For instance, all the written activities done               
within the classroom have an audio incorporated. A more detailed explanation will be provided              
within the activities.  
Our project will have a duration of six sessions just before the International Women’s Day which is                 
the 8th of March. Since it is midcourse, students are expected to be between A2.1. and A2.2 at that                   
time. Therefore, they are already familiar with grammar past tenses and some vocabulary needed.              
However, new material as science vocabulary will be provided.  
 

❖ Need for this project: in the context of the international event, it is our aim to raise students’                  
awareness of the unfair small role and lack of visibility that women scientists have in our society.                 
Highlighting their names and achievements will be our students’ contribution to the event that will be                
celebrated in our schools on International Women’s Day. 
Moreover, students will also put their research, inquiry, collaboration, organization and language            
skills into practice. 
Students will be working in pairs. Special needs tools will be implemented to cater for the needs of  
the student with a visual impairment, who will also be part of a team. 

 
❖ Timing: This project will be structured in 6 sessions of lesson time, plus any time needed by our                  

students outside the classroom. 
 

 
❖ Session 1: introduction of the topic and driving question; organisation of groups            

and research work. 
❖ Session 2: benchmarking: showing examples; scaffolding language if necessary:         

science vocabulary; pair work. 
❖ Session 3: video activities about Nobel prize women along history. 
❖ Session 4: final edition and presentation rehearsal; benchmarking: examples of          

presentations. 
❖ Session 5: project presentation to the class/ school. 
❖ Session 6: closure activity.  

 
2.2. Objectives, competencies, contents and assessment criteria 
 a. Objectives:  

1. Improve the students’ language competences: speaking, listening, reading and writing. 
2. Develop students’ gender equality awareness.  
3. Work cooperatively in groups of two or three people.  
4. Do a little investigation on science.  
5. Use ICT as a way to get information and to explain one’s final project.  
6. Improve students’ awareness of historical facts. 
7. Consolidating of personal and social maturity allowing students to behave in a responsible,              
autonomous fashion and develop a critical sense. Foreseeing and peacefully solving personal,            
family and social conflicts. 
8. Working for real equality of rights and opportunities between men and women, critical analysing               
and assessing existent inequalities and discriminations, in particular violence against women and            

 
 



 

working for real equality and non-discrimination against people for any personal or social condition              
or circumstances, paying special attention to people with disabilities. 
9. Using information and communication technology well and responsibly. 
10. Being aware of and critical assessing the realities of the contemporary world, its historical               
antecedents and the main factors in its development. Taking part in the development and       
improvement of the social environment in the interests of all. 
11. Understanding the features and basic procedures of scientific research and methods. Knowing             
about and critical assessing the contribution of science and technology to the change in conditions               
of life and strengthening sensibility and respect towards the environment. 
12. Strengthening an enterprising spirit with creativity, flexibility, initiative, teamwork, self-confidence           
and critical assessment. 

 
     b. Competencies:  

 
● Learning to learn competency:  

 
○ Students are in charge of the aims settled and of the instructions provided and work               

according to the rhythm established.  
.  

● Linguistic competency: 
 

○ Students develop strategies for understanding texts to obtain information and interpret           
them.  

○ Students plan the writing according to the communicative situation considering a working            
plan (brainstorming and organization). 

○  Students use techniques and resources to review and improve written text. 
 

● Information processing and digital competency: 
○ Students search for information on the internet about women who changed the world.  
○ Students create a podcast, powerpoints, popplets and/or videos as final project products.  

 
● Social and civic competency: 

 
○ Students take part in group activities with respect and interest and a proactive,             

collaborative attitude. 
○ Students interact politely and attention valuing and respecting classmates' opinions,          

tastes and preferences and explaining their own. 
 

● Autonomy and initiative competency: 
 

○ Students identify and use the most appropriate strategies needed for studying           

 
 



 

individually at certain stage. 
○ Students become aware of the consequences of their decisions and deal with the             

consequences. 
 
         c. Contents: 
 
               Competència pragmàtica           Competència                                                   Competència lingüística 
                                                                            discursiva 

Funcions i aspectes 
sociolingüístics 

Organització del discurs i 
tipus de text 

Lèxic i 
aspectes 
semàntics 

Morfosintaxi Ortografia i 
aspectes 
gràfics 

Fonètica i 
fonologia 

-Students interact 
in order to work on the 
project. 

-Students write 
scientific women 
biographies with the use 
of linking words and 
writing techniques. 

- Students prepare 
an oral presentation and 
think of how to speak in 
public, using appropriate 
strategies suitable for an 
oral discourse 

-Scientific 
vocabulary. 
- Time phrases 
and 
connectors. 
- Adjectives 
describing 
people. 
- Adjectives: 
country names. 
- Adjectives: 
professions. 

-Past Simple 
review.  
-Prepositions 
of time review. 
- Position of 
time phrases 
and 
connectors. 

-Punctuation. 
 - Layout of 

written 
work. 

-ed  
Pronunciation. 
-Intonation. 
 

 
 

 d. Assessment criteria (Descriptors d’avaluació de la dimensió comunicativa)  
 
Part A: digital presentation 
Part B: oral presentation 

  
Comunicació oral Comprensió lectora Expressió escrita 

1. Interpreta els elements 
prosòdics (entonació, 
pronunciació...). 

2. Reflexiona i formula 
hipòtesis sobre el rol de la 
dona en la societat actual. 

3. Respecta el torn de 
paraula en el diàleg amb 
els companys de grup i 
també de classe. 

4. Utilitza tècniques senzilles 
per iniciar, mantenir i 
acabar una presentació 
oral d’un projecte realitzat. 

 

1. Interpreta el significat dels mots 
principals de manera precisa. 

2. Identifica marcadors de 
l’estructura global, connectors 
textuals, substituts. 

3. Sap extreure les idees 
principals d’un text sobre una 
biografia. 

4. Selecciona i organitza la 
informació tot prioritzant les 
idees que s’adapten millor a les 
seves necessitats. 

5. Sap utilitzar fonts electròniques 
(cercadors, webs...). 

 

1. Utilitza connectors i signes de 
puntuació per enllaçar les 
idees. 

2. Escriu amb una ortografia 
força correcta. 

3. Les idees estan ben 
organitzades. 

4. Aconsegueix obtenir un text 
clar, precís i concís, sense 
repeticions innecessàries ni 
redundàncies. 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



 

2.3. Activities 
 

SESSION 1: 50 minutes 
1. Previous knowledge warmer: What do you know about International Women’s Day? 

  
TIMING: 10 minutes. 

 
RESOURCES: A picture  
 (Author: zcool.com.cn Licence: Free for non commercial use only. Downloaded for free from http://all-free-download.com).  
 
PROCEDURE: We introduce questions and students brainstorm ideas in groups of three. Share             
results with rest of class orally. 

 
     DYNAMICS: Group work / whole class. 

 
2. Podcast presentation 

 
 TIMING: 10 minutes 

RESOURCES: Computer, audio file, speakers, board and projector. 
 
Podcast presentation : podcast intro  

                         podcast text 
 
 

PROCEDURE: We play podcast with brief information on the event twice. Students listen to it and                 
answer three questions:  

1. What type of divisions does this event fight for?  
2. When did the celebration start? 
3. How many United Nations Women’s Conferences have taken place? 

  
DYNAMICS: Students work individually. Then, their answers are compared with peers and             
shared with rest of class. 

 
 
3. Instructions 
 
TIMING: 30 minutes. 

 
RESOURCES: Computers, a popplet,  a podcast and a video.  
 
PROCEDURE: We show a popplet about women scientists who won a Nobel Prize. Afterwards, we               
make a critical reflection with the whole group about the statistics of the Nobel Prize awarded                
women in science through it. Questions like: “What’s the role of women in science? Do you know                 
any women who won the Nobel Prize of Science?” are our basis. Then we show a statistical video                  
and create a small debate.  
 
Later on, we play the podcast with the project instructions. Then, students start to work in groups of                  
two or three. They have to search names of female scientists Nobel awarded in science through the                 
net. Finally, findings are shared with the rest of the class. And every group chooses a different                 
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woman to work on.  
 
           DYNAMICS: whole class / group work 
 

 
SESSION 2: How to write a biography?  
 
TIMING: 50 minutes. 

    RESOURCES: Drive, computer, projector and video.Marie Curie doc and   Marie Curie video 
 
PROCEDURE: As a warm-up activity, students are given the following exercise, which they are              
supposed to solve with the help of their peers. Here is the key to the exercise: Key 
Then they watch and listen to a brief biography on Marie Curie. In their groups they elicit the                  
language they need to write a biography: tenses, connectors, vocabulary and expressions. They             
write Curie’s biography. Outcomes are exchanged with other groups to be marked and compared. A               
sample is shown by the teacher so they can check it out. 
At this stage groups choose the scientist they’re going to work on and start organising themselves to                 
find information, pictures, etc. 
 

           DYNAMICS: whole class / group work 
 

  
SESSION 3: Video activities about Nobel prize women along history. 

 
TIMING: 30 minutes. 

   
RESOURCES: Drive, computer, projector and video. 
 
5-minute-long video: Nobel Prize Women Along History 
 
 Extra videos: 

 
1. Video 1: Nobel Prize Awarded Women 1 
2. Video 2: Nobel Prize Awarded Women 2 
3. Video 3: Nobel Prize Awarded Women 3 
4. Video 4: Nobel Prize Awarded Women 4 
5. Video 5: Nobel Prize Awarded Women 5 

 
 

 
PROCEDURE: Students listen to the 5-minute-long video. At the beginning, only the first part of               
the video is viewed. Students discuss in group what they have understood and talk about all the                 
new vocabulary they have been exposed to. Then, the second part of the video, the final credits                 
with the script, is played and they can check what they had understood. Finally, the following 5                 
very short videos are played for the whole class. 

 
Students must determine who the spokesperson is for each group. During the activity, they are               
supposed to discuss the answer to each question on every video and, finally, the spokesperson               
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must provide the answer. The teacher will pause the video right before the answer is revealed                
at the end. 

 
 

2nd part of the session: 
 
Students get in their groups to carry on working on their projects. 

 
  
DYNAMICS: teacher/class and group work 

 
 SESSION 4: Final edition and presentation rehearsal 
  
     TIMING: 50 minutes. 
 

PROCEDURE: group work to get presentations ready.  
They practice what they are going to say. 
By the end of the session, the teacher gives them some advice on how to address public in a                   
presentation. presentation tips (Llicència estàndard de YouTube) 
 

     DYNAMICS: group work and whole class / teacher. 
 

  
 SESSION 5: project presentation 
  
     TIMING: 50 minutes. 
 

PROCEDURE: Students show their presentations to the rest of the groups.           
Each group distributes the time equally among the members to show their            
presentation. Presentations should not exceed 6 minutes in total. 
Groups will have prepared a handout with a vocabulary bank (any specific            
vocabulary they feel other students may not know) for their peers, so that those              
can follow the presentation. 
This activity will be peer-assessed, so the students will fill in a grid with rubrics               

as their peers do the presentation. 
Follow up: After the presentations, students upload them to a forum on Moodle, where other               
students contribute with questions. Each group must contribute with at least three questions to              
other groups. Groups must answer the questions. 
 
DYNAMICS: Whole class 

 
  
 SESSION 6: Closure activity 
 

TIMING: 50 minutes 
 
RESOURCES: Our Nowadays World 
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PROCEDURE: Students watch the one-minute video about our nowadays world and follow the             
instructions.. The task requires to create a composition about “Our nowadays world” in groups of 2                
or 3. In particular they have to develop their critical thinking skills based on data. In order to do so,                    
computers, mobile and the internet are welcome in the activity. The main three questions suggested               
are: 
 

- What is globalization? 
- How are women considered nowadays in our world? Has their role changed? 
- How many countries have a male president nowadays? And, how many have a female one? 

 
Also, this is linked to our project activity so a little summary is welcome in the composition created.                  
That’s it, we are asking our students to stimulate their imagination because it is a closure activity                 
with global and different instructions. Undoubtedly, it is a challenge to connect them and create the                
final project activity.  

 
DYNAMICS: Group work. 

 
 
2.4. Evaluation 

 
The evaluation is in a continuous form: 50% is graded through the activities done in every session                 
(English language use, critical thinking, preparation of the activities, collaboration with classmates            

and materials produced) and the other 50% is the oral presentation graded by using a               
rubric.  

 
 

PROCESS: The following rubric stands for evaluating the critical thinking skill.  
 Critical thinking rubric 

 
Students will also be given a.checklist so they can assess their work (formative             

assessment) after their first draft is ready. 
 
           PRODUCTS: Projects will be revised twice while they are being done and suggestions  
            will be made when necessary. 
 
           FINAL PRODUCT: ORAL PRESENTATION 

 
Here’s the link to the rubric so that students know what is expected from them. The idea is for                   
students to complete the rubric about their peers when they’re presenting their projects orally.              
Then the teacher will do the same for every student and compare results with those the                
students came up with. Sometimes it’s surprising how strict students can be with their own               
peers, even more than the teacher. This comparison will also serve as a means for critical                
thinking and deep reflection: Oral presentation assessment rubric 
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 2.5. Classroom management and methodology  
 

 Project based learning methodology fulfills a meaningful learning. 
This project-based task considers group work in three or two          
throughout the different sessions. They will work collaboratively and a          
computer will be at their disposal to look up information and do any             
research they need. 
This way students perceive the work as personally meaningful, as a           
task that matters and that they want to do well. Moreover, it fulfills an              
educational purpose. Well-designed and well-implemented     
project-based learning is meaningful in both ways. 

There will be some parts where the teacher will intervene to introduce language and check on                
progress, but the main aim is to encourage collaborative and independent work. The teacher’s              
intervention, though very important,  will merely serve as helpful guidance throughout the project. 
 
In the last session there will be a presentation where groups will address the class as a whole. This                   
presentation will be a summary of all the tasks that have been performed as well as a final result of                    
the students’ dedication to the project. 
 
Students will have access to all the materials provided by the teacher: examples, tasks, audio files,                
etc., at all times.  

 
  
3. Final thoughts  

 
The 8th of March commemorates the movement for women’s rights. This day is a celebration of                
what women have accomplished and what still remains to fight for. Big            
steps in the matter have been taken, like the ones taken by Iceland which,              
since January 2018, has become the first country in the world to make it              
illegal to pay a woman less than a man for the same job. These big               
advances can introduce new perspectives for enriching our future         
“International day project”. That is why it is important to keep our projects             
updated. New activities can arise related to the aim topic presented in this             
project. 
 
The aim topic in this project is to give visibility to women who won a Nobel Prize, compared to                   
men. Here, it is necessary to mention that despite women have taken big steps in women’s                
rights through history, in this field there is still a lot to be done. When presenting the topic,                  
students are really amazed at the outcome of the statistics and it becomes something you really                
want to talk about, so why not talk about it using English? All in all, this is an issue about which                     
students really have something to say.  
 
 
 
 

 
 



 

RESOURCES AND TOOLS 
 

Animoto: https://www.amnimoto.com 
Biographies: https://www.famouspeoplelessons.com/m/marie_curie.html  
Powtoon:https://www.powtoon.com 
Popplet: https://www.popplet.com 
Rubrics: http://rubistar.4teachers.org 
Video on presentations: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QKOO99UjsSE 
Wikipedia: information on Marie Curie https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marie_Curie 
UN official website (excerpt and pictures):      
http://www.un.org/en/events/womensday/history.shtml 
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